
Leben im Bad
Living bathrooms

High quality

Awarded design

Affordable prices

Lie back and relax

ORIGINAL

BATHROOMS 

BY DURAVIT



Ever thought of making your bathroom more comfortable, 

more individual, more inviting? Here’s a good place to 

start: select your new bathroom from Duravit – sanitary 

ceramics, furniture, accessories, bath tubs and wellbeing 

systems, all you need to do is lie back and relax … 

All prices shown are suggested selling prices incl. VAT 

(currently 20 %) and subject to change without notice. 

Taps, shower valves and accessories are not included in 

the price. Please contact your nearest Duravit retailer for 

price confi rmation, further questions and information. 
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Created by star designer Philippe Starck, the Starck 1 bathroom range is a modern classic. From the elegant 

washbasin to the washbowl with barrel-shaped vanity unit made from solid wood, all items refl ect Starck’s skill 

at creating minimalist bathroom designs. 

A modern classic

Prices from

1  Starck 1 close-coupled toilet

£  1.030
2  Starck 1 fl oor standing bidet

£  376
3  Starck 1 washbowl

£  289
4  Starck vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.202*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Starck furniture. Warm elegance for the bathroom. The new Starck bathroom furniture shows that design-led 

elegance and warm comfort are not mutually exclusive. The new vanity units with conveniently large drawers 

can be combined with all three new Starck-1 console basins, as well as with other basins.

Prices from

1  Starck 1 bathtub back to wall

£  1.397
2  Starck 1 mirror with lighting 

£  428 each 
3  Starck 1 washbowl square

£  373 each
4  Starck 1 vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.182*

5  Starck 1 tall cabinet 

£  933*

6  Starck 1 mirror cabinet

£  747 
7  Starck 1 washbowl

£  289
8  Starck vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.145*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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The washbasins are available in a circular, square or tri-oval design and new matching Starck vanity units make 

the washing area an elegant centrepiece. In addition, all three Starck-1 washbasin designs are also available as 

console basins which, together with the new Starck vanity units, create practical and attractive combinations.

Prices from

5  Philippe Starck glass holder

£  114 each
6  Starck 1 furniture washbasin square

£  310
7  Philippe Starck towel rail

£  179
8  Starck 1 vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.160*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

Prices from

1  Philippe Starck soap dish chrome

£  114
2  Philippe Starck towel hook chrome

£  70
3  Starck 1 vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.428*

4  Starck 1 furniture washbasin round

£  278
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To match the existing range, the furniture is available in American walnut, macassar, high-gloss varnish (black 

and white) and now also in oak. New mirror cabinets with a characteristic light square and practical, spacious 

interior add the fi nishing touch to the range.
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1a

1b

1c

5a – 5d

Prices from

1  Starck 1 washbasin 90 cm

incl. pedestal white (Alpin)

£  751
1a  Starck 1 vanity basin 53 cm

£  448
1b  Starck 1 washbasin 75 cm

incl. siphon cover white (Alpin)

£  655
1c  Starck 1 washbasin 57 cm white

incl. siphon cover white (Alpin)

£  550
2  Starck 1 close-coupled toilet

£  1.030
3 Starck 1 fl oor standing bidet

£  376
4  Mirror with light  H:107,5 W:32,5

£  476
5  Starck 1 vanity unit  H:83 W:55

£  2.516*

6 Starck 1 vanity basin 58 cm

£  286
5a – 5d Vanity unit  H:83 W:55

White High Gloss £  2.349
Black High Gloss £  2.516
Pearwood Tone £  1.705
Macassar £  1.705
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Prices from

1  Starck 1 mirror with lighting

£  553
2  Starck 2 above counter basin 55 cm

£  177
3  Starck 1 vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.418*

4  Starck oval bathtub 1900x900mm

£  2.578
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

A real Starck, but less costly to produce – that was the idea behind Starck 2 and the new products also offer 

high-quality design in the medium price category. And what a design! The new console basin is incredibly stylish, 

extremely modern and features the characteristic round forms of the range.
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Starck 2 – in wall-mounted and fl oor-standing versions. With perfect lines, smooth sides and no fastenings, the 

design has seamless perfection. The console basin, toilet and bidet are small works of art that show just how 

attractive the complete Starck 2 collection is. Also available in combination with SensoWash. 

Prices from

1  Starck 2 toilet close-coupled 72 cm

incl. cistern white, seat and cover 

white

£  650
2  Starck 2 toilet wall-mounted 62 cm 

incl. seat and cover white, elongated

£  421
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Darling New is the evolution of both a Duravit classic and a good idea, namely lots of design for little money. 

The range boasts harmonious circular forms, an exquisite rim, individual washing area solutions, individual 

furniture fronts and a broad choice throughout the range. Darling New is the modern variant of a bathroom 

classic – versatile, stylish, modern, affordable.

My new Darling
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Prices from

1  Darling New washbasin white 60 cm 

£  110
2  Darling New mirror with lighting 

£  369
3  Darling New washbasin 60 cm

incl. pedestal

£  261
4  Darling New bathtub, 

1900 x 900 mm

£  1.591
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Darling New offers four different washing area variants. The ‘pure’ solution showcases the basin’s harmonious 

circle-within-a-circle to optimum effect. As does the delicate edge that features throughout the range. A chic 

ensemble: the console basin with matching vanity units and various console solutions. The furniture washbasin 

offers impressively generous shelf areas and a delicate design, even in the smallest size.

Prices from

1  Darling New furniture washbasin 

incl. vanity unit

£  744
Darling New variable console

£  271
2  Darling New above counter basin 

incl. vanity unit

£  821
Darling New variable console

£  271
3  Darling New washbasin incl. pedestal

£  251
4  Darling New washbasin incl. 

siphon cover

£  183
5  Darling New furniture washbasin 

incl. vanity unit

£  837
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Step in and feel good: the diverse range of bathtubs adapts to all personal preferences for wellness and 

ambience. The Darling New bathtubs are available with welcoming wood panelling and acrylic panel. A total of 

12 different variants are available, as well as a bathtub support and a headrest.

The stylish and delicate edge is visible from the side. Seen from above, the bathtub’s 115 mm rim provides 

a comfortable seat. As an option, a soft, white, atmospheric LED light shimmers below the all-round rim. 

The optional headrest also promises optimum relaxation. 

1 2

Prices from

1  Darling New bathtub 1700 x 750 mm 

incl. furniture panel 

£  1.122*

Darling New headrest

£  71*

2  Darling New bathtub 1900 x 900 mm

£  1.591*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Darling New also has lots of forms and functions for toilets. The delicate edge is the visual leitmotif of the range 

and is showcased to optimum effect in the toilets and bidets. Beauty in its purest form: the completely closed 

sides with invisible fastening. Choose from wall-mounted, standalone and back-to-wall variants.  

3

Prices from

1  Darling New toilet wall-mounted 

incl. seat and cover

£  291
2  D-Code paper holder chrome 

£  24
3  Darling New toilet close-coupled 

incl. cistern, seat and cover

£  414
4  Darling New bidet fl oor-standing

£  130
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Onto introduces a completely new console principle: the washbasin is not placed on the console but, instead, the 

washbasin is mounted fi rst so that the console can be placed Onto the ceramic afterwards. A new form of bath-

room design – easy to plan, easy to install and easy to clean. Designed and selected by Matteo Thun.

Onto
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4  Onto bathtub 

1400 x 800 x 560 mm white

£  534*

Onto furniture panel

£  698 – 1.232*

5  Onto tall cabinet

£  491*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.  

Prices from

1  Onto mirror with lighting

£  455
2  Onto variable console 

incl. washbasin 52 cm white

£  486*

3  Onto shelf with drawer 2 x

£  712 each*
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Thanks to its practicality and aesthetics, the collection Onto is suitable for a wide range of different applications, 

whether in private homes, hotels or in other semi-public or public areas, Onto always offers impressive modern 

solutions and good value for money. 

Prices from

1a – e  Onto vanity unit fl oor-

standing, all colours

£  746*

2  Onto furniture basin 43 cm, white

£  143 – 889
3  Onto mirror with lighting

£  297
4  Onto variable console incl. basin

£  407*

5  Onto shelf with drawer

£  712*

6  Onto seat cushion 

£  101
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

1a – 1d
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1

D for design

Prices from

1  Happy D. washbasin

£  140
2  Happy D. wash bowl, variable 

console, vanity unit wall-mounted, tall 

cabinet and mirror with lighting

£  2.579*

3  Happy D. furniture washbasin and 

vanity unit wall-mounted

£  1.338*

4  Happy D. toilet incl. cistern 

and seat

£  432
Happy D. bidet

£  141
5  Happy D. wash bowl, console 

support, fl oor cabinet for consoles, 

mobile storage unit, variable console 

and mirror cabinet with lighting

£  2.913*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Simply unmistakable: Happy D., the successful range on a D theme. Ceramics, showers and bathtubs, stand-alone 

and modular system furniture in real wood or melamine – Happy D. has everything and all at a very reasonable 

price. As the name suggests Happy D. simply makes everyone happy. 
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Feel at home

New stimulus in bathroom design is provided by 2nd fl oor, the complete range that makes the bathroom not 

only more modern and practical, but also more homely thanks to the various warm wood elements, available in 

four different colours and in the new high-gloss white fi nish. 

Prices from

1  2nd fl oor toilet close-coupled 

incl. cistern and seat

£  594
Bidet fl oor-standing

£  227
2  2nd fl oor vanity basin

£  116
Variable console

£  246*

Towel rail

£  79
3  2nd fl oor wash bowl incl. variable 

console

£  408*

4  2nd fl oor vanity basin 

incl. variable console

 £  482*

5  2nd fl oor mirror with lighting

£  1.413
6  2nd fl oor vanity unit fl oor-standing

incl. 2 vanity basins (£  310 each)

£  2.902*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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1

Wood work

Prices from

1  Vero washbasin with variable con-

sole and console support (each £ 50)

£  941*

2  Vero semi-recessed vanity basin

£  226
3  Fogo console for semi-recessed 

washbasin

£  953*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

The Fogo furniture range features real wood for a warm homely feel. With a large range of consoles, vanity units, 

cabinets and mobile storage units in many different sizes and surface fi nishes, Fogo provides the ideal framework 

for a modern and inviting bathroom solution. 

2
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Elegance meets variety

You can’t get more variety: the extensive X-Large furniture range contains a vast array of details to help you 

with your bathroom and guest bathroom design, all in the practical modular system, and all with top-quality 

workmanship, not only in white but also in a selection of wood fi nishes.

3

Prices from

1  X-Large mirror with lighting

£  520
2  Vero above counter basin with 

vanity unit (£ 498 each) and variable 

console

£  1.406*

3  Bacino wash bowl

£  231
4  X-Large vanity unit, wall-mounted 

and variable console XL067CY

£  1.002*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

4
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Uncompromisingly square, uncompromisingly flexible: the washbasins, handrinse basins, toilets, bidets and 

bathtubs in the classic Vero bathroom range will fi t simply everywhere – in combination with X-Large vanity units 

or in a cloakroom where space is at a premium. 

1

Hip to be square

2 3

5

Prices from

1  Vero furniture basin and X-Large 

vanity unit, wall-mounted

£  1.189*

2  Vero bidet fl oor-standing

£  253
3  Vero toilet close-coupled incl. 

cistern and seat

£  600
4  Vero handrinse basin

£  106
5  Vero toilet, wall-mounted incl. seat

£  331
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

4
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Prices from

1  Starck 3 washbasin incl. 

pedestal 

£  142
2  Starck 3 toilet close-coupled 

incl. cistern and seat

£  522
3  Starck 3 bidet, fl oor-standing

£  119
4  Starck 3 double furniture basin 

£  458
5  Ketho vanity unit 

£  428*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

Starck 3

Frequently copied but never matched. The Starck 3 range is and remains the measure of all things when it 

comes to design, variety and price. With more than 50 models and 64 variants, the Starck 3 collection is one of 

Duravit’s most extensive bathroom ranges – and fi ts to the bathroom collection Ketho and X-Large.
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When a top architect and designer like Norman Foster designs a bathroom range, it’s normal to expect something 

special. The oval is predominant in the Bathroom_Foster range, demonstrating consistency fused with fl exibility. 

The basin is enthroned upon a console, the built-in washbasin, inserted from below, creates storage space.

Bathroom_Foster
Prices from

1  Bathroom_Foster wash bowl 

excluding worktop 

£  209
2  Bathroom_Foster vanity basin 

excluding worktop

£  132

1
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The more complex and advanced our world becomes, the more we desire an escape to a new, more “emotional” 

way of seeing things. Duravit’s PuraVida collection, by Phoenix Design, addresses this need. PuraVida makes 

minimalism approachable by giving it a delicate, feminine touch.

A new sense of lightness

2

3

1

Prices from

1  PuraVida bathtub rectangle, 

freestanding

£  3.746
2  PuraVida above counter basin, 

console, vanity unit and mirror with 

lighting

£  2.798*

3  PuraVida tall cabinet

£  1.340
4  PuraVida washbasin incl. pedestal

£  475
5  PuraVida furniture washbasin 

and vanity unit wall-mounted 

£  1.807
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Prices from

1  Sundeck step

£  329
2  Sundeck pool incl. furniture panel

£  12.626*

3  Sundeck foldable relaxing deck

£  2.457
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

Favourite places

2
1

Sundeck Pool. Wellness never looked so good. Whether used indoors or outdoors, bathing in the Sundeck Pool 

brings pure enjoyment. Three whirl cycles – Power, Relax and Emotion – use water, air, or a combination of the 

two to create a bubbling surface. 

3
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Prices from

1  Inipi Sauna incl. roof

£  15.833*

2  Inipi Ama Sauna, shower and roof

£  21.289*

3  Inipi Sauna incl. roof 

£  14.555*

 
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

Inipi. Sauna in the bathroom. Duravit and EOOS are bringing the sauna to new areas of the home with the new 

Inipi sauna. Thanks to a sophisticated utilization of space, the cabin is so compact that it will fi t into the bath-

room or living area while still offering plenty of space inside for sitting and even lying down. 

1
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The best antidote to stress is the bathing pleasure from Duravit. Be it Happy D. with coloured light or the pool 

Blue Moon with no less than 550 mm depth: design, convenience and modern whirl and pool technology, Duravit

tubs turn every bathroom into an individual spa zone.

2

1

Prices from

1  Happy D. bathtub freestanding

£  2.250*

2  Blue Moon pool incl. acrylic inlay 

and furniture panel

£  11.501*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Price from

St.Trop

£  6.078*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

Wellness in top form: There are lots of steam showers on the market, but only one St.Trop, designed by Philippe 

Starck. Reduced to the essentials, it is presented as a simple rectangle. The door forms a frame, as with a paint-

ing. The inside thus becomes the canvas depicting all kinds of action. The 1000 x 1000 mm large steam shower 

is available as back-to-wall and as corner version (left or right).
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1 2

Showering with a hand-held or overhead shower, steam showers, taking a Kneipp cure or simply relaxing in soft, 

pleasant light. The stool also incorporates the artistic motif and resembles a modern sculpture. The cabin itself 

is available in high-gloss white and the aluminium door frame can feature any of 27 different Duravit fi nishes.  

Prices from

1  St.Trop, back-to-wall

£  6.078*

2  St.Trop, corner left

£  6.078*

* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.
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Philippe Starck designed a bathtub that not only offers more design but also a greater amount of room and 

comfort. Despite standard outer dimensions, thanks to the optimum use of space and the distinct back section, 

it sports a spacious interior to accommodate taller people as well. Whether the straightforward version or the 

version with a whirl system made up of individual components that can be combined at will, the Starck bathtubs 

ensure that the bather emerges feeling like a new person.

2

Prices from

1  Starck bathtub built-in-version 

incl. whirltub

£  3.417
2  Starck headrest

£  96
1
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Prices from

1  Nahho tub

£  3.567
2  Bushman neckrest

£  156

Not bathing but fl oating with Duravit’s Nahho by EOOS – fl oating is that wonderful feeling of weightlessness 

and complete relaxation in water. The most important prerequisite for this is being able to stretch out in full and 

the optional, height-adjustable “bushman” neck rest, further enhances the feeling of relaxation. 

21
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A new sense for design, comfort and purity. Nothing is as thorough, as hygienic, as natural and as refreshing as 

cleaning with water. After using the toilet: so it’s not surprising that the shower-toilet is becoming more and 

more popular. The result: As functionally impressive and visually exciting – SensoWash® by Philippe Starck.

Price from

1  Starck 3 SensoWash C toilet 

and bidet seat including cistern and 

remote control

£  1.557

1
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Prices from

1  OpenSpace

£  2.247*

2  DuraPlan incl. mounting set

£  678
* Price may vary based on 

combinations and fi nishes selected.

OpenSpace – frame in brilliant chrome provides the contours on the wall. Two large self-locking glass doors are 

fi tted in the frame. After showering, these doors can simply be “folded” against the wall. This avoids a rail pro-

truding into the room, the tap fi ttings and shower hose are concealed and the bathroom appears much larger. 

1
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